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•Top quality materials and components.
•A commitment to excellence and innovation. 
•Robust quality control inspections at vital
 points of the production line.
•At US Cargo we thoroughly analyze our

www.uscargo.com Quality & Value Standard
In Every Trailer We Build.
The Proof Is In The Pulling!

Avoid Popped Or 
Delaminated Seams

2•SuperLock .030 panels all interlock together.
Provides a more secure connection. 
•Each SuperLock interlocking panel is also
                       glued and mechanically fastened
                            (Unexposed to view) to the    

• Trailer tongue is integrated into the frame
for increased strength and better towing.

7 Your Trailer Stays
Looking  Great Longer

US Cargo Trailers Are 
Stronger, More Durable
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•Tubular and I-beam construction for a much
stronger frame.
• 3” Aluminum top and bottom trim provides
greater strength and protection. 
• Tubular roof bows which are much stronger 
instead of the u-channel on other brands.

Increased Safety
And Security
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6

Exceptional Owner
Experience
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•Exceptional Customer Experience
•Stronger, more durable, longer lasting trailer
•Superior towing capabilities
•Outstanding quality and value in every trailer
•Better safety and security

•24/7 Emergency roadside assistance*
•5 YEAR WARRANTY on our tires
•LIFETIME WARRANTY on all LED lights
•1 Year factory warranty backed by
the strength of Forest River Inc.
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Customer Satisfaction
Is Our Top Priority

•Better visibility with LED lights -interior and
exterior- with a LIFETIME warranty gives you greater 
Confidence while towing or loading. 
•Hinge covers on all doors provide extra
                      security and confidence. 
                        

•Our exclusive high-performance tires ship
inflated with nitrogen for more reliable
pressure with less risk of blowout and tire 
damage due to oxidization common
in standard air filled tires. Go further with
greater safety and confidence.

•DryMax engineered interior sidewalls and
flooring. High performance material is denser,
stronger and stiffer than plywood. Won’t warp,
swell or delaminate.
•Integrated tongue gives extra
strength to the frame.

•SuperLock interlocking, aluminum exterior system   
resists rust and corrosion, keeps it’s great looks! 
•Every trailer is protected with our 3 part paint
system and fully Z-Tech undercoated.

•Silver powder coated wheels stay rust free.

•Sand Pads for tongue jack (shipped loose).
•Rugged, long lasting, aluminum door holdbacks,
    not the cheap plastic ones that break easily.  
                   

product at our weekly quality meetings,
continually making improvements and
upgrades to ensure that you can expect
the highest possible quality, value and
satisfaction from every US Cargo
trailer we build.

 Your 10 Best Reasons To Choose A  US Cargo Trailer
- Standard On Every Model We Build-

•Advanced automotive foam tape seal provides
an impassable barrier to dirt and the elements.
• Your trailer will stay drier and cleaner. A metal
                      lip on the jamb presses into the foam
                        tape which blocks dirt and road grime.

•We use only high performance radial tires
for better tracking, longer life and
overall better performance.

Quality And Value
In Every Trailer

Rust & Corrosion Are
A Thing Of The Past

•Our SuperLock .030 interlocking, aluminum 
exterior system has fewer exposed screws to rust
or stain the outside of your trailer. Looks great longer!
•Three part paint system and phosphate
bath on frame and exposed metal keeps
rust away longer. 

•Silver powder coated wheels resist
unsightly rust- stay looking great. 
•Every chassis is fully Z-Tech undercoated
for additional rust resistance and
superior protection. 

4Greater Interior
Protection 

upright posts for additional strength and 
integrity. 
•Our adhesive expands and contracts
in temperature extremes to resist cracking
and delaminating. 

Superior Towing
Capabilites 
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Crafted By US CARGO TM

A Berkshire Hathaway Company

We Are Proud To Be A
Division of Forest River Inc

* The 24/7 emergency roadside
assistance program on our steel belted
tires requires you to have an available
spare with you at time of service.

5 YEAR TIRE WARRANTY

 FIRST 12 MONTHS

NO EXCUSES 

24/7 

EMERGENCY

ROAD SIDE SERVICE

ON OUR TIRES*

US CARGO MAKES

CHOOSING EASY!

LIFETIME

WARRANTY ON

LED LIGHTS, 5

YEARS ON TIRES


